Warriors
Warriors is a series of frescoes inspired by my June 2018 trip to Sparta, Greece. The
concept centers around the Artemis Orthia temple and once gateway to the city.
Numerous perishable clay masks and winged Artemis votive offerings dating back to
10th century BCE were found at this site during excavations beginning early 20th
century CE. The masks were fascinating. They were created and used for ritual
offerings and made in abstract representation of old women, warriors, youth, gorgons,
satyrs. The votive masks appear to be completely unique to Sparta and their purpose
remains a mystery. I began researching their possible purpose by asking the locals
what they knew about the topic. Being very proud of their heritage many were happy
to express the stories they grew up hearing. To my surprise they were consistent.
According to them, the masks were directly linked to winged Artemis, aka Orthia. The
warriors were the creators of the masks, summoning a spirit that would aid them in
battle. During ceremony the warrior would enter an altered state and offer the mask to
Artemis Orthia who might choose to free the spirit and allow it to commune with the
warrior.
For this project, I used photographs of the masks and reconstructed the image into an
abstract representation. After creating the fresco, I imposed that image onto the
surface. So far, each piece begins with the title Keyhole followed by a number. This
project has me thinking about the weight of time: What do we leave behind and how is
it remembered? What do we carry and at what point is it shed? Mind and Memory,
does one fall faster, dive farther? Each Keyhole vibrates with the many layered veils of
past, present, and possibility.
This is a series in process.
Keyhole 3 was part of a juried exhibition, Gaia: Age of Climate Change; an affiliate
event for the Global Climate Action Summit in September 2018.

Keyhole 3, fresco on panel, 18x14”

Keyhole 5, fresco on panel, 20x20”

Keyhole 1, fresco on panel, 18x14”

Keyhole 2, fresco on panel, 18x14”

Keyhole 4, fresco on panel, 20x20”

